Harp

Design: Rodolfo Dordoni

Description
Stool with powder coated stainless steel structure welded by hand while the cords have been woven in
polyester or acrylic thread with a cotton finishing. This polyester or acrylic trail its infinite filaments around a
tubular metal structure following one continuous outline. The essential lines of this stool are ignited by optional
cushion of different colors, while the lightness of the project is enhanced by the air vibrating through its cords.
The elegance of the silhouette makes it a celebration of craftsmanship: the powder coated stainless steel
structure is welded by hand, while the cords, available of Ø1/8” or Ø1/4” thick, have been woven in a double
polyester or acrylic twisted thread with a cotton finish. Made in Italy.
* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF
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Dimensions
19”1/4W x 22”7/8D x 34”1/4H
Seat height: 30”3/8
Optional seat cushion is 1”1/8 thick
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Finishes & Materials
Structure: Powder coated stainless steel.
Cords: Polyester or Acrylic, Ø1/8” or Ø1/4” thick. Available in many colors.
Optional Seat or Back Cushion: With Standard padding or with Hydro draining padding, Covered in Fabric.

* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF
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Optional Cushion
CUSHION STANDARD PADDING:
Standard seat cushions: The seat cushions are stuffed with polyurethane foam and Dracon. They are
hygienic and not toxic. They don’t produce dust, nor cause allergies to skin. Besides, they guarantee a good
transpiration too, thanks to their great permeability to the air. The resilience (elasticity performance) is a
long-last guarantee. The covers of the seat cushions are made of couple acrylic materials, in order to offer a
better behavior for use.
Standard back cushions: The back cushions are stuffed with synthetic fiber and latex chips, contained in
acrylic sacks. The upholstery of the back cushions standard is composed of flakes mixed with silicone Dacron
latex chips (ratio 50%). The latex beside providing lift to the pillow, prevents the grouping of Dacron flakes,
ensuring the shape retention. To improve the shape retention, the padded of back cushions are divided into
sectors to ensure a perfect distribution of materials inside the upholstery.
Standard padding (made of foam polyurethane and Dacron) can be subjected to develop mold if left outside.
For this reason we recommend not to leave them outdoors permanently; if the cushions get wet, the cover
should be taken off immediately, in order to let the stuffing dry.
PADDING WITH HYDRO DRAINING TECHNOLOGY:
The water draining technology enables the water to drain out fast and makes for the continuous recirculation of
plenty or air, so that the stuffing dries up quickly, avoiding the risk of mold formation and product deterioration.
Hydro draining seat cushions use a stuffing made from open-cell draining polyurethane, enclosed in a
transpiring net; the back cushions use a special eco-friendly natural fibre flock, similar to hemp and highly
resistant to the atmospheric agents. The stuffing is enclosed in a technical net whereby the fibre is subdivided
into several “chambers” resulting in a variable density cushion, which retains its volume over time and makes
for improved comfort. The bottom of both seat and back cushions uses a mesh that enables the water to flow
out and the air to penetrate inside the cushions.

* For more specifications, please refer to the “Finishes & Materials” PDF
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